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My mother often reminds me that, as a young girl in the car-dependent, California
suburbs, I told her, “When I grow up, I’m going to live in a place where I don’t need
a car.” For the most part, that became true in the cities and towns I have lived – in
Davis and Berkeley, California, and Wakuya, Japan. While these places differ in
many ways, the humble bicycle reliably brought me from A to B. Riding a bicycle
was not yet a topic of study; rather, it was simply a quick, independent, and costeffective way to get around. It was not until moving to the Netherlands, in 2010, that
I was confronted with a totally different reality of what a ‘cycling city’ could be and
what it could offer to society. More than a tool to reach destinations, riding a bicycle
went from an individual to social activity; from fast and defensive to slow and
gratifying; from eyes on the road to eyes all around me. It is an act that can offer
meaning, movement, and mobility.
One person who agrees with this – and would also refute that point to remain
cognitively agile – is my promoter and colleague, Marco te Brömmelstroet, the
FietsProfessor. My pathway to this point would have been vastly different without
him. I am grateful for his generosity and tenacity, beginning our collaboration in
2014 undoubtedly on the right foot. His comradery and critical intellect inspired me
to consider a PhD trajectory. After our first very successful summer school,
Unraveling the Cycling City, in 2015, it was then I realized that despite my
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curve was steep. However, this complementary duo was able to balance
scrupulous academic standards with jovial alacrity. Meetings never bored –
they always managed to disagree just a tad, ask all the right questions, and
provide encouragement and good humor – leaving me inspired and confused
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student and colleague of these scholars.
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